
How Can You & Your Team Help?

Volunteers are the backbone of Bounce 
– vital to our success and our growth.

Bounce currently supports four times as many Bounce 
Kiddos/Siblings/Parents as it did just two years ago thanks in large 
part to our volunteer force.

As a 100% privately funded organization, volunteers have been
critical to never having to turn away a child/family.  To continue
growing, we need you and your team!

Please become Bounce Volunteers today!

Commitment of time is the greatest gift of all

– a silent epidemic

In
Children   Live with  

Chronic Illness
5Nearly1 In5

Bounce Children’s Foundation® transforms the lives of chronically
ill children, and their families, shifting all from surviving to thriving.

And, it’s the only organization to do so. 

Focused on filling a gap in the continuum of care for the nearly 1 
in 5 U.S. children who battle disease/disability, Bounce’s unique 
portfolio of highly effective, free programs, builds the resilience 
needed to cope with the ongoing, unexpected, setbacks that 
define chronic illness. 

Integrating an innovative combination of family adventures, education to strengthen vital coping skills, 
themed care packages for housebound families, access to resources, and continual peer support, Bounce 
creates a warm and welcoming community of fun & friendship, encouragement & hope.

From diagnosis forward, Bounce is there, 24x7, building resiliency and creating a safe place to belong.

To Learn More & Sign Up: 
 www.bit.ly/bouncevolunteer

844-6-BOUNCE | Info@BounceChildrensFoundation.org

We Need You 
& Your Team!



Hands-On Opportunities 

Fun-filled care packages, designed for the entire family to enjoy together, enhance coping when homebound.  Providing 
“Inspiration-in-a-Box”, kits are both holiday-themed and need based. Children suffering from chronic illness are often 
“locked-in” (before surgery, after treatment, during severe flare-ups…) further limiting their lives.  Frustration, depression, 
and anger quickly set in with ALL family members.  Our 'boredom busters' provide critical relief, and real togetherness, 
when it's extra hard to bounce back.

VOLUNTEER ROLE:

      • Your team/company can sponsor a Full Set of Bounce Back Kits
     • Your team/company can sponsor a Signature Item in a set of Bounce Back Kits
     • Your team/company can be a Bounce Back Kit Packing Partner

Outings specially designed to include children with 
complex medical needs, as well as healthy siblings 
and parents.  From “everyday” to “once-in-a-life-
time” fun and distracting activities.  Group format 
fosters friendship, provides the safety of not being 
stared at, and creates a sense of belonging.

VOLUNTEER ROLE:

     • Having Fun
     • Facilitating Crafts
     • Fostering Community
     • Helping with Check-In
     • Participating in Games & Activities

BOUNCE BASH®

Workshops that help parents hold themselves, and their 
families, together.  Addressing the ongoing challenges 
created by chronic illness: financial, legal, psychological, 
emotional, social, and finding resources.  Because 
childcare is the greatest barrier to participation, Bounce 
offers a kids playroom during the workshops. 

VOLUNTEER ROLE:

     • Having Fun
     • Facilitating Crafts
     • Fostering Community
     • Participating in Games & Activities

BOUNCE ACADEMY®
Strength training for vital coping skills Multi-family group adventures

Bounce offers a wide variety of volunteer opportunities all based around your team’s interests and schedules. 
Help weekdays or weekends. In groups of up to 100 or just a few.  Interact with Bounce families or build 

care packages. No matter your preference or skill set, Bounce needs your team!

To Learn More & Sign Up: 
 www.bit.ly/bouncevolunteer

844-6-BOUNCE | Info@BounceChildrensFoundation.org

BOUNCE BACK KITS®
 family care packages that distract and ease stress

Transform Lives
By Volunteering


